
 

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) has contributed significantly for 

institutionalizing the quality assurance strategies and processes 

Contribution of IQAC to Institutionalize Quality Assurance Strategies and Processes: 

 Development and Application of Quality parameters: 

IQAC has made the faculties and the staff aware of the parameters of quality 

assessment, and channelize the activities, introduce new models, design the forms 

as well as maintains records of their activities. 

 Creating a Learner-Centric Environment: 

The IQAC undoubtedly took the lead in transforming the learning atmosphere in 

the campus into a learner- centric one, though the institution functions within the 

limitations of a traditionally structured curriculum and time-pressed semester 

examination system. Open Source software package, is utilized as the learning 

platform or Course/Learning management system. Also motivates teachers to 

adapt their teaching approaches so that the learning system becomes easy and 

interesting and the facilities can be utilized more effectively. 

 Feedback Response System: 

Every year, under the initiative of the IQAC, the feedbacks on the academic and 

administrative processes and facilities are taken from the stakeholders. Relevant 

issues are taken up and appropriate responses and measures are suggested by the 

IQAC to the Authorities, which sees to the implementation of these in due course 

of time. 

 Enhancement in Curricular, Co-curricular and Extension Activities: 

IQAC aims to organize workshops, seminars, exhibition, competitions aiming at 

the interaction of the academic and industrial realms, which is hugely beneficial 

for the teachers and the students. IQAC also emphasizes for increases the 

involvement of students in Curricular, Co-curricular and Extension Activities. 

 Documentation: 

The IQAC meticulously document the participation of faculties and students in 

various curricular and extracurricular activities. IQAC monitors the departmental 

documents by providing clear guidelines and documentation materials. Each 

faculty and department is asked to maintain a record of their academic activities. 

All the documents are collected by the IQAC at the end of the Year. The activities 

are reflected in the Annual Report published by the Institution. 

 Implementation of Best Practices: 

IQAC is also the nodal agency for co-ordinating and implementing the best 

practices of the institution. The best practices such as Green Audit, Energy Audit 

and Academic Audit were conducted on the campus. All the studies were done in 

a time-bound manner and its recommendations were implemented in the 

campus. The IQAC convener also headed the Strategic Planning. 

 Development of Quality Culture in the Institution: 

IQAC associates closely with the conduct of various programs on the campus and 

provides guidelines for the Committee/body/ department regarding the organizing of 

events. IQAC ensures the avoidance of plastic, for instance, and works with the NSS and 

the NCC in maintaining the Green Protocol. IQAC also makes sure that while new 

constructions are being done in the campus, the differently abled are kept in mind. 

 Preparation and Submission of AQAR: 

Preparation of the Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) based on the 

guidelines and parameters of NAAC is definitely a prime duty of the IQAC. 



 
 
 
 
6.5.3 Quality initiatives by IQAC during the year for promoting quality culture 

 

(Proposed Perspectives) 
 

2016-17 
 

1. Focus & insist on to acquire remaining affiliation of last year  

2. To make Entire Camps Wi-Fi zone  

3.  Increase in Sport facilities specially to make big Track facility for Athletics 

 

2017-18 

1. New Extended construction of washroom, urinals & toilets for boys students  

2. Installation of new chilled water RO plant for students  

3. Development of media acknowledgement system  

4. Updating and innovation in existing website of the Institution  

5. Library (a) Blog Creation (b) Extra reading room (c) Access of ICT usage  

6. Extra training for students' in "Professional Tally course"  

 

2018-19  
1. To establish well equipped Gymnasium 

2. To link the institution through a paver approach road 

3. Construction of new establish NSS and NCC offices. 

4. Enhancement of public announcement equipment system. 

5. Short term courses for the life style and skill orientation for final year students 

 

2019-20  
 1. Construction of rooms for office extension 

 2. To construct a big water reservoir 

 3. To Prepare a big pit for Compost/organic fertilizer production 

 4. A well planned parking facilities for Employees, students and visitors 

 5. A Construction of new Toilets for girls stockholders 

 

2020-21  
 

 1. Introduction of distance education of BAOU ( Babasaheb Ambedkar Open University ),Ahmedabad 

 2. Introduction of Vocational GST TALLY courses (For  Commerce Students) under the scheme of RUSA-KCG 

 3. Introduction of Vocational Degree and Diploma Courses  sponsored by MHRD-UGC 

 4. Construction of room for water tube well facility. 

 5. Renovation of Girls waiting/rest room (common room) 

 6. ICT improvisation through purchasing different appliances like Computers, Scanner and Colour printer. 

 

 

             

           

               
     


